
2016 SWMIFNRA Table Package Details 
(Reserve Table Packages by February 14, 2016 to ensure that the firearm will be available at the event) 
 

Second Amendment Table Package @ $1240, includes 8 dinner tickets, 25 Patriot Raffle Tickets per 
person, and your choice of one of the following firearms per table:  
Diamond Back DB9FS pistol 9mm, 15 round magazine   
FMK semi auto pistol 9mm FDE polymer frame, two 14 round magazines, with NRA/Bill of Rights engraving   
Henry AR-7 U.S. Survival semi auto rifle .22LR, 8 round magazine, 16 1/2” stowed barrel   
Heritage Manufacturing Big Bore Rough Rider SA revolver .357 magnum   
Heritage Manufacturing Rough Rider SA revolver .22LR/.22WMR, bone stag grips with NRA logo   
Kel-Tec PF9 semi auto pistol 9mm, blued, 7 round mag, black polymer frame   
Mossberg 715 P Duck Commander AR15 style semi auto pistol .22LR 6” barrel, camo, American Flag Bandana   
Ruger 10/22 Takedown semi auto rifle .22LR, 18 1/2” stainless barrel, Kryptic Highlander camo stock   
Ruger 10/22 Takedown semi auto rifle .22LR, 18 1/2” stainless barrel, Kryptic Typhoon camo stock   
Ruger SR22PB semi auto pistol, black polymer frame, 3.5” barrel, 10 round magazine   
Ruger American Rimfire Rifle Compact bolt action rifle .22LR black synthetic stock   
Savage B Mag bolt action rifle .17WSM, 22” blued barrel, black synthetic stock, 8 round rotary magazine    
Savage AXIS XP bolt action rifle .308WIN, matte black, 22” barrel, black synthetic stock, 3-9x40 scope   
Smith and Wesson M&P22 semi auto pistol, .22LR, 10 round magazine   
Walther P22 semi auto pistol .22LR, 3.42” barrel, nickel plates slide, black polymer frame, 10 round magazine   
Walther PPK/S semi auto pistol .22LR, 3.3” barrel, 10 round magazine, with NRA logo   
Walther PK380 semi auto pistol .380ACP, 3.66” barrel, black finish, black polymer frame, 8 round magazine   
   

Minute Man Table Package @ $1560, includes 8 dinner tickets, 30 Patriot Raffle Tickets  
per person, and your choice of one of the following firearms per table:  
Benelli Nova Tactical pump action shotgun 12GA, 18.5” barrel, black synthetic stock   
Benelli Nova pump action shotgun 12GA, 26” barrel, synthetic stock, Max 4 camo   
Chiappa 332 Lever action takedown carbine .22LR, 18.5” barrel   
DPMS Oracle AR15 Carbine Kit 5.56NATO/.223REM, 16” barrel, Complete Rifle Kit plus FMK AR-1 Patriot polymer AR15 lower  
FMK AR-1 Patriot multi caliber polymer AR15 lower (quantity of 8 lowers)   
Glock 43 semi auto pistol 9mm with two 6 round magazines   
Glock 23 Gen 3 semi auto pistol 40S&W 13 round mag   
Glock 26 Gen 3 semi auto pistol 9mm 10 round mag   
Glock 36 Gen 3 semi auto pistol .45ACP 6 round mag   
Kel-Tec SU-16C semi auto carbine 5.56NATO/.223REM 16” barrel, folding stock, integrated bipod   
Kimber Micro Carry STS semi auto pistol .380ACP, stainless, 2.75” barrel, 6 round mag   
Mossberg 500 pump action shotgun 12GA, Turkey/Deer Combo, camo, 24” barrels, synthetic stock   
Mossberg ATR Night Train 3 bolt action rifle .308WIN, fluted barrel, LBA trigger, synthetic OD stock, 4-16x50 scope   
Mossberg SA-20 Duck Commander semi auto shotgun 20GA 28” barrel, camo synthetic stock, American Flag Bandana   
Rock Island Armory M1911-A1 CSP semi auto pistol .45ACP, 3.5” barrel, 7 round magazine   
Rossi 92 lever action rifle .44mag with 24” barrel, stainless, NRA logo   
Ruger LC9s semi auto pistol 9mm striker fired, 3.12” barrel, 7 round magazine   
Ruger SR40C Compact semi auto pistol .40S&W, 3.5” barrel, stainless, synthetic frame, 9 round magazine   
Ruger SR45 semi auto pistol .45ACP 4.5” barrel, stainless slide, polymer frame 10 round mag   
Savage Model 11 XP Predator Camo .223REM with Bushnell Scope with NRA logo   
Savage AXIS XP Youth bolt action rifle .243WIN, 20” barrel, camo synthetic stock, 3-9x40 scope   
Sigarms P320 semi auto pistol 9mm nitron finish, black polymer frame, two 15 round mags   
Smith & Wesson M&P semi auto pistol .40S&W, with Field Carry Kit and three 15 round mags   
Smith & Wesson Bodyguard semi auto pistol .380ACP, black stainless, with integrated laser sight   
Smith & Wesson 642 revolver .38 Special +P, aluminum alloy/stainless, 1 7/8” barrel   
Smith & Wesson M&P15-22 APG Camo semi auto rifle, 10 round mag, pinned stock   
Springfield XD Sub-Compact semi auto pistol 9mm, 3” barrel, black polymer frame, 13 and 16 round mags, includes XD Gear   
Springfield XD semi auto pistol .40S&W 4” barrel, black polymer frame, two 12 round mags, includes XD Gear   
Taurus Circuit Judge Rifle .410/45LC 18.5” barrel, blued, hardwood stock   
Uberti Silverboy lever action rifle .22LR, 19” barrel, blued steel, chrome plated alloy receiver, walnut stock   
Weatherby PA-459 Digital TR pump action shotgun 12GA, 19” barrel, camo synthetic stock, ghost ring rear sight   
Weatherby Vanguard Series 2 .243WIN 24” barrel, matte blued, black synthetic stock   
Weatherby Vanguard Series 2 .257WBY 24” barrel, matte blued, black synthetic stock   
 

Custom Table Package @ $1120 plus cost of firearm(s), includes 8 dinner tickets, 30 Patriot Raffle 
Tickets per person, and your choice of one or more firearms per table. (If you do not see a firearm 
that you like on the list, make a suggestion and we will try to get it.) 
 

If listed firearm is unavailable, you will be contacted about available options. 


